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wonderful organizations. These organizations have millions of people con

nected with them who go to them because their parents did, and their grand

parents, and their parents and their grandparents received the Word of God,

and fine Christian quality ingrained into their lives, and these qualities,

many of them have been passed on from their parents to this generation, and

they know one part of their parents' righteousness was to go to church, and

they Kkx keep on going, but today in so many cases they get the stone in

stead of the bread, and the result is that today you have a situation

which paw perhaps has never been exactly aparalleled. You have a situation

in which you have millions of people getting a stone instead of bread. You

remember what Michaiah said when they asked him to tell what the Lord said

about their going over .... 7...., and his first words were ....7.... he said,

I saw all Israel spread out as sheep without a shepherd, and surely that is

the condition today. Shepp w± without a shepherd. Or shall be way,

sheep ixxwxE that have false shepherds who are coming and leading them

astray. And that is the situation today which relates to millions, millions

of good religious people.

Thirty years ago I dropped into a church in Boston they called

because in the old days they used to ha many evan-

listic meetings in that church. And I dropped into that church, and there

I attended the prayer meeting, and they had a fine presentation of Christian

truth, and there a man was visiting who came from one of the suburbs of

Boston, and I got to speaking to ±1n him later, and told c. he came from

a Methodist church over there, and he said that he had so enjoyed this church.

He said it sort of seemed to him a little bit like what his ancestors had

been accompanied to. He svs, I used to hear my grandmother talk about the

Holy Spirit. Here today I am hearing people in church talking about the

Holy Spirit, and he hadn't heard it.. .8... And you have got a generation

which is going to institutions where they are bding given something that is

very different from what thej previous generation got, and they are being led
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